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EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW

Financial enterprises rely heavily on paper-based documents to conduct
various operations; this is true both for external operations involving customers
and other financial institutions, as well as internal operations involving various
departments.

Researchers at MIT have looked at the possibility of taking information
directly from paper documents, especially handwritten documents, to computer-
accessible media. Automated reading involves several steps as follows:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

Scanning of document;
Location of area to be "read";
Decomposing the selected area into separate characters;
Adjusting size and slant of each character;
Recognizing each character; and
Testing whether input has been correctly read.

Based on several years of sustained research, the researchers have attained
very high "reading" speed and accuracy, even in situations where the quality of the
input material is poor. Patent rights for some of the new techniques have been
applied for. Sponsor companies are eligible to test the new techniques in their
respective environments at no charge.
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Abstract

A knowledge based segmentation critic algorithm to enhance recognition of
courtesy amounts on bank checks is proposed in this paper. This algorithm
extracts the context from the handwritten material and uses a syntax parser
based on a deterministic finite automaton to provide adequate feedback to en-
hance recognition. The segmentation critic presented is capable of handling
a number of commonly used styles for courtesy amount representation. Both
handwritten and machine written numeric strings were utilized to test the ef-
ficacy of the preprocessor for the check recognition system described in this
paper. The substitution error fell by 1.0% in our early tests.

Keywords: Automata, Check processing, Character recognition, Classification,
Knowledge-based, Neural network, Parser, Segmentation, Syntactic.

1. Introduction

Image processing offers the potential for reducing costs involved in processing
checks by banks. Traditional check processing involves a series of manual processing
steps that impose a heavy financial burden on the banking industry. When a check
shown in Figure 1 is deposited for credit into one's account via an automated teller
machine (ATM), the depositor's bank is interested in two numerical fields: the account
number, which is already written in MICR ink and can be handled using automated
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Figure 1: A Typical Bank Check
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Figure 2: Possible styles for writing courtesy dollar amount

techniques with near-perfect accuracy; and the amount of the check, which is currently
read and keyed in by a human operator.

The other fields, such as the name of the recipient, the date, and the signature
on the check are largely ignored in routine check processing, unless the transaction is
contested or the check is presented for immediate encashment to a bank employee.

The amount of the check is written in two ways: in textual format and in numerical
format. The textual format, called the legal amount, was originally intended to be
the version used for all transaction related purposes. The numerical format, called
the courtesy amount, is the version currently utilized by human operators to key in
the amount that appears at the bottom of cancelled checks.

Automated reading of numerical fields has been attempted for a number of appli-
cation areas. One such area is the reading of postal zipcodes in the addresses written
or typed on letters2 -5. Reading courtesy amounts is more difficult than reading zip-
codes due to a number of key differences in the nature of the handwritten material.
First, the number of digits in zipcodes is fixed and known a priori, which is not
true for courtesy amounts. Second, unlike the case of zipcodes, the courtesy amount
consists of two components: the non-fractional component (the dollar portion) and
the fractional component (the cents portion). The courtesy component is written in
more than a dozen different styles in the U.S., and some of these styles are extremely
difficult to handle via automated techniques. Figure 2 shows possible styles. These
reasons inhibit the preprocessing of the bank checks on a commercial basis without
human intervention.

The focus of this work is to improve the segmentation accuracy of digits by devel-
oping a knowledge-based segmentation critic for automated reading of the courtesy
amount. Our new algorithm extracts the context available from the typical styles
shown in Figure 2 to aid the segmentation and recognition subsystems within the
overall check processing system. This paper is comprised of six sections. Section 2
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Figure 3: System Architecture

describes the overall check recognition system architecture. Section 3 concentrates
on theory and prior work that served as the foundation for our research. Section 4
focuses on the details of the knowledge based segmentation critic module and Section
5 presents results. Section 6 contains the conclusions and discusses areas for future
work.

2. Check Recognition System Architecture

Automated recognition can be performed in two environments: on-line and off-
line. In the on-line case, recognition is performed as the characters are being written
and hence dynamic information like stroke sequence, speed, pressure, and pen-up
and/or pen-down positions can be utilized to overcome some of the difficulties created
by the non-uniformity and connectivity of unconstrained handwriting6' 7. In off-line
recognition, only static information contained in the image of the numeral strings is
available, which makes this enviroment more difficult to tackle. This paper deals with
off-line recognition of check courtesy amounts.

The architecture of the prototype system for reading handwritten numerals on
checks, shown in Figure 3, consists of six modules and is discussed below.

Image Handler: The position of the courtesy dollar amount on the check varies
greatly; hence, a block detection algorithm has been developed to locate and
extract the handwritten amount for further processing. Checks in the U.S. are
also characterized by wide differences in background textures, writing devices,
and colors and shades of the written material. A dynamic thresholding algo-
rithm utilizing the histogram of the input image is used to remove noise and to
enhance the clarity of characters. A median filter is then employed to remove
any spurious noise left in the image.

Segmentation Module: The binary bitmap of the courtesy amount is passed to
the segmentation module which breaks the bitmap into distinct and meaningful
pieces in three stages: extraction of connected components, splitting of upper
and lower contours, and utilization of the hit and deflect strategy (HDS) for
drawing segment cut lines. This segmentation procedure is detailed fully in
Sparks8 and Baird et al.9

Segmentation Critic Module: The segmented components are then crudely clas-



sified into a list of probable primitives, such as digits and commas. The order of
the primitives is analyzed using a parser. Failures in parsing causes the segmen-
tation module to reevaluate its segmentation strategy. This module is discussed
in detail in Section 4.

Preprocessing: This stage reduces the variability in the slant and thickness of the
various characters. Detailed description can be found in Lam et al1'0, Suen and
Wang"l, Nagendraprasad et al12 13.

Neural Network Based Recognizer: The recognition stage consists of an adap-
tive modular neural network which is trained using a modified back propagation
algorithm'4 s .

Postprocessing: When the neural network classifies a character without adequate
confidence, the particular digit is passed to a postprocessor, which utilizes tra-
ditional pattern recognition techniques to complement the connectionist ap-
proach. These techniques include structural analysis described in Duggan 16

and the Freeman Chain Encoding Scheme detailed in Wang and Gupta' 7 .

All the modules, except the segmentation critic module, were developed previ-
ously. This paper focuses on the segmentation critic module which improves the
segmentation accuracy using a knowledge-based approach. The details of the module
are discussed in Section 4 after some background discussed in the next section.

3. Background Framework

The syntactic and structural approaches for pattern recognition are more popular
than conventional statistical methods because they are hierarchical in nature. More-
over, using such syntactic and structural approaches one can directly take advan-
tage of powerful data structures using grammatical rules, trees, and directed labeled
graphs, which are widely used in dealing with linguistic problems1 8 -2 0. Further, it
has been shown that syntactic and structural approaches can overcome some dis-
advantages found in the classic decision-theoretic (statistical) approach, which has
difficulty in distinguishing between two very similar patterns (characters).

A critical assumption in the pattern recognition techniques described above is
that one has provided the specific region or primitive to be recognized. This issue of
segmentation or chunking, which involves separation of an object from a particular
scene or a character from a handwritten string is a non-trivial task. Deciding granu-
larity of segmentation will determine the primitives produced. For example, a given
string of connected characters, can be separated using two basic approaches: accord-
ing to individual characters or according to the strokes that make up these characters.
Our approach has been to use a single numeral or delimiter as our base primitive.
Several algorithms have been developed to perform this segmentation which are de-
scribed in Sparks8 . However the correct segmentation cannot be guaranteed using
these bottom-up techniques.



The process of such decomposition (bottom-up) discussed above is inherently nar-
rowly focused. The segmentation and classification processes reach a point where one
cannot see the forest from the trees. Any successful recognition system must re-
tain a general understanding of the environment within which it operates. Such an
environment or context provides additional information concerning the interplay be-
tween the classes and the correlations between them. Our aim was to provide such
a pattern-directed feedback mechanism to improve our segmentor. In previous work
on segmenting numerals, especially work done on postal zip code recognition, the
number of digits in a string was known beforehand thereby simplifying the segmen-
tation task. Our algorithm aims to provide an analysis of primitives within a context
that has been predetermined (i.e., courtesy amount styles). In reading the courtesy
amount on checks, we can only use the fact that certain delimiters are used in par-
ticular styles to separate the cents from dollars. This provides a constraint on the
cents portion, ie. an indication of the length of the string. The comma delimiter
also provides an indication of how many numerals are in the dollar amount. These
are the constraints that are encoded by our segmentation critic. However, a major
difficulty is that the most common delimiters, the comma and period, could also be
noise. Therefore, initial noise filtering is critical for the proper functioning of our
segmentation critic.

We have used a syntax-based classification approach2 3 , which permits a large set
of complex patterns to be described using small sets of simple pattern primitives
and grammatical rules, and successive portions of the input pattern to be classified
on a recursive basis. This approach starts with the entire string of input characters
and attempts to partition the problem into subgoals (and corresponding subsets of
characters) and proceeds until either the last subgoal has been attained or exhausted.
This provides a natural way of hypothesizing the global properties of a configuration
at an early stage of the recognition procedure.

We have developed and incorporated this paradigm into segmentation critic de-
scribed below to improve the segmentation process by providing feedback, based on
context, to the module regarding errant segmentation of the components.

4. Segmentation Critic Module

As described in section 2 the bitmap image of the courtesy amount is split into
probable primitives by the segmentation module. The segmentation critic module
takes the list of connected components provided by the segmentation module, val-
idates and orders the courtesy components, and transforms the list into a coarsely
classified string of components which permits best recognition by the neural network
based recognizer. The segmentation critic module is comprised of three parts: a clas-
sifier, a parser, and an evaluator (see Figure 4). The classifier unit matches the input
component with one of seven predefined primitives. These primitives include delim-
iters as well as some special characters (see Figure 5). The parser unit encodes all the
context knowledge associated with the seventeen styles shown in Figure 2. The eval-
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uator unit locates the error, if any, and instructs the classifier unit or segmentation
module on the appropriate action to be taken.

4.1. Classifier Unit

As described earlier in this paper, the segmentation module decomposes the input
string into connected components using three algorithms geared towards different
cases. Each component represents a character, presently of unknown identity, and
is encoded as a minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) expressed in terms of each
component's end positions in two dimensions denoted by a set of four values: xmin,
Xmax, Ymin and Ymax. The scale of the coordinate system used to determine the
positional information is arbitrary and most syntactic relationships are based on the
position of components relative to each other. The permitted component primitives
and their respective syntactic categories are shown in Figure 5. A general classification
is also given and the position of each character delineates its class.

The following heuristic features are used to assist in the preliminary classification
process that is performed by the decision tree shown in Figure 6:
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Standard Height (SH): The standard height is the mean average of the heights of
the segmented components. SH = 1E (y=l(ima - Yimin)

Midline (M): The one-half the standard height (SH) divided by two. M = SH2

Midline Offset (MO): The distance of the top left corner of the MBR of a compo-
nent in relation to the midline of the string. This distance is normalized to the
standard height (SH). MO = Yni,-M

Aspect Ratio (AR): This is the ratio of length to width of the component.
AR = Ymaz-Ymin

Xmaz -Xmin

Relative Height (RH): This is the height of a component normalized to the stan-
dard height (SH). RH = Ymax-Ymin

Principal Axis Width (PA): The principal axis is calculated by determining the
axis of least inertia as described in Horn24 . The principal axis is an approxi-
mation of the slant of each component. The width of the component along the
principal axis is then determined and is normalized to the standard height(SH).



Above (AB): The portion of a previous component that overlaps with the current
component is normalized to the standard height. AB = x(i-)max-ximin

Span (SP): This is the height of the current component divided by the height of the
last digit encountered. SP = Yimax Yimin

Y(i-1)max Y(i-1)min

The classification tree, shown in Figure 6, tests against some basic heuristics in
an attempt to coarsely classify the components into the primitives shown in Figure 5.

Associated with the above list of heuristics is a constant value that indicates the
decision boundary in the classification tree. These are indicated by a letter T with a
subscript indicating the heuristic on which the threshold is based. The 'X' primitive
is not directly determined by this simple classifier. Once a primitive is classified as a
digit, the bitmap is sent to a neural network tuned to recognize the special character
'X'. The confidence value returned by the neural net must also pass a predetermined
threshold Tx.

For each threshold in the classification tree there are two permissible values: a
constrained value and a relaxed value. The classifier initially uses the constrained
values until it is instructed otherwise by the evaluator described in Section 4.3.

4.2. Parser Unit

A survey paper2 5 discusses several techniques used to store the context for a
given recognition application. The efficiency in storage and the speed of retrieval and
matching are essential for effective contextual checking of recognized primitives. It
would be highly inefficient to store every possible primitive combination that is legal
within a certain application. Therefore we have opted for a reasonably compact model
for our contextual dictionary. Since our dictionary is not large, we have concentrated
on a quick retrieval and matching structure. The finite state automaton described
below parses the input sequence according to a grammar that contains the contextual
information related to courtesy dollar amounts. This structure is very similar to the
TRIE's approach suggested by Knuth2 6.

The parser unit validates the connected component sequence generated by earlier
segmentation stages. For the discussion of the parser, let us call the input set of
labeled connected components simply a string. The set of primitives from which the
strings are built is called the alphabet of the language denoted by E. Languages
of interest are not comprised of arbitrary sets of strings but rather of strings with
specified forms, defining the syntax of the language. For the courtesy dollar amount
we have defined a deterministic finite automata (DFA), whose operation is determined
by the input string as descibed below.

A DFA is a quintuple M = (V, Z, 6, s, F) where V is a finite set of states, E (the
alphabet) is a finite set of terminal symbols, s E V is the initial state, and F C V is
the set of final states, and 6, the transition function, is a function from V x E to V.

V = {q, q, q 2 , q 3 , q 4 , q 5 , q 6 , q7, q8, q 9 , qloq, 11, q12 , q13, q14,

q1 5 , q1 6 , q1 7 , q1 8 , q1 9, qF}
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Table 1: Parser State Transition Matrix

STATE TYPE Input Symbol
d I c t o I x h s

Q S Q1 Q19 Q19
Q1 B Q2 Q3 Q11 Q12 QF Q9
Q2 B Q2 Q3 Q11 Q14 Q12 QF Q10
Q3 S Q4 
Q4 S Q5
Q5 S Q6
Q6 B Q7 Q3 Q11 Q12 QF Q9
Q7 S Q8
Q8 S Q6 Q14 Q14
Q9 S QF
Q10 S Q15 Q17 QF
Q11 B Q18 Q11 Q12 QF Q9
Q12 S Q13
Q13 B Q14 Q14
Q14 B Q15 Q17
Q15 S Q16
Q16 S QF
Q17 S QF
Q18 S Q13
Q19 S Q18 _ Q19
QF F

= {d,c,t,s,o,h,x}

s = qO

F = {qF}
The rules according to which the automaton M picks its next state are encoded

into the transition function. Thus if M is in state q E V and the symbol read from
the input string is a E E, then 6(q, a) E V is the uniquely determined state to which
M passes. The configuration of DFA M is therefore any element of V x E*. The
transition functions are shown in tabular form in Table 1. The DFA was further
optimized using the algorithm in Aho et al.27

Successful and failed parses are passed on to the evaluator unit. In case 6(q, a) is
not defined, the parser reacts with certain errors. These errors may stipulate either
errors in the classification or errors due to incorrect segmentation. Upon a parsing
failure, the state and position of the error are transmitted to the evaluator unit
described below to determine the appropriate feedback process.

The DFA encodes two major context constraints, the length of the dollar segment
and the length and style of the cents section. States QO-Q8 encode the constraints
on the dollar section. These states enforce the fact that a comma delimeter must
be followed by three digits. States Q9-Q19 encode the constraints imposed by the
24 styles of writing the cents portion. The transitions from states QO-Q9 to states



Q9-Q14 occur upon the detection of a period, slash, over or hyphen delimeter (these
are typical delimeters that separate the dollar portion from the cents portion). The
remaining states ensure that the cents portion has the appropriate length and type
for the particular style that is used. It is clear from the above description that the
available context for the cents portion is significantly richer than the dollar section.
Therefore errors in segmentation of the cents portion can be detected more often than
errors in segmentation of the dollar section. However, this limitation of our system is
only due to the lack of contextual constraints associated with the dollar section.

4.3. Evaluator Unit

The evaluator unit performs the final critique of segmentation and dispatches the
errors to the appropriate stages for correction. There are essentially two feedback
paths provided by the evaluator unit:

Feedback to Classifier Unit: Due to the inherent similarity between some of the
primitives, namely the comma and period and the one and slash, the classifica-
tion tree must be dynamically tuned. Failures in parsing that can be attributed
to either of these substitution errors, prompt the evaluator to tune the appro-
priate thresholds in the classification process.

Feedback to Segmentation Module: The ultimate goal of the segmentation critic
is to improve the segmentation process. If parsing failures are not due to the
substitution errors described above, the evaluator verifies the segmentation of
the connected components generated by the segmentation module and identifies
the most likely candidate for further segmentation.

This unit is encoded with knowledge pertaining to the probable errors associated
with failed parses. It is a rule based system that attempts several feedback paths until
an appropriate parse is produced. The rules are prioritized to provide a deterministic
solution to the process. However, these rules do not encompass all the errors that
could have occured. After consideration of a larger set of rules, the ones that follow
were chosen based on their effectiveness and relative simplicity in implementation.
The basic form of all the rules is as follows:

Given Failed Parse State 7ZI1Z E V:

if < condition > then < action >

< condition > = < condition > AND < subcondition > I
< condition > OR < subcondition > I
< subcondition >

< subcondition > = String(n) = P where (0 < n < len(String)and(P E E).

< action > X Threshold AdjustmentI

Concatenate last two characters

Adjust segmentation criteria.



Threshold Adjustment: This indicates replacement of any of the heuristic thresh-
olds in the classifier unit with constrained or relaxed value.

Concatenation: This process involves the 'glueing' of two primitives. It is geared
to the special case when the horizontal bar above the number '5' is detached
from the body of the numeral. Before concatenation, a hyphen is tested for its
vertical position and proximity to the previous primitive to verify that it is part
of the body of the previous primitive.

Segmentation Adjustment: There are various thresholds that direct the use of the
three segmentation algorithms described earlier. These include thresholds on
the aspect ratio, the primitive weight and the number of contours that are split.
Relaxed values are used for these thresholds to allow for greater segmentation
flexibility upon the detection of a parsing error due to segmentation by the
evaluator unit.

The left column of the parser reaction table shown in Table 2 indicates the if
condition while the right column indicates appropriate action to be taken. The name
of the threshold indicates the module to which the feedback is directed.

5. Results

The segmentation critic system significantly enhanced our overall handwritten
numeral recognition system. It successfully flagged all incorrect segmentations in
the cents portion. Overall, the segmentation critic was effective at locating substi-
tution errors (i.e., comma/period or slash/one substitution), and locating segmen-
tation errors when there was a comma in the dollar section. The critic removed all
comma/period and slash/one substitution errors.

The results are based on the modular neural network developed by our group14 .
For a training set of 5993 digits, the training phase was terminated after a mean square
error of 0.25 was reached, with an accuracy of over 99.5 percent on the training set.
We subsequently used a sample of 1000 checks obtained from several sponsor banks.
The overall substitution error fell by 30% to 40% depending on the characteristics of
the tested checks. This result shows that the parser tends to make the segmentation
process more informed to get better segments for recognition. The parser algorithm
has been very successful at locating the source of the segmentation error (locating
10had occurred in the dollar portion, while most segmentation errors in the cents
portion where flagged.

In order to illustrate the effectiveness of the system, consider the initial scanned
input image shown in Figure 1. After the courtesy amount block is detected using
Agarwal et al28, the image is dynamically thresholded to seperate the ink object
points from the background. The result is shown in Figure 8. The segmentation
process splits the image as shown in Figure 9. The components are then passed to
the classifier unit of the segmentation critic module resulting in the string ddscd.
Next the parser generates the following output describing the failure stage:



Parser Reaction Table
STATE 3 Condition Action

QO c relax TRH
s relax Tsp
x constrain Tx
o relax TAB
o AND TABR Concatenate

Q1 o relax TAB
o AND TABR Concatenate

Q2 NULL NULL
Q3 s relax Tsp

x constrain Tx
h,o Concatenate

Q4 c,t Check Segmentation
End check c at Q2 relax TRH
s relax Tsp
x constrain Tx
h,o Concatenate

Q5 c,t Check Segmentation
End check c at Q2 relax TRH
s relax Tsp
s AND TspR check c at Q2 relax TRH
x constrain Tx
x AND Txc Check Segmentation

Q6 Same as Q1 Same as Q1
Q7 Same as Q4 Same as Q4
Q8 c,t Check Segmentation

h relax TAB
h AND TABR Concatenate
x constrain Tx
x AND Txc Check Segmentation

Q9 c,t,d,x,s Check s at String(n-1) relax Tsp
o relax TAB

Table 2: Parser Reaction Table (Continued on next page)



Parser Reaction Table
STATE ] Condition Action

Q10 c,t,s Check s at String(n-1) relax Tsp
o relax TAB
o AND TABR Concatenate

Q11 c relax TRH
Q12 d constrain Tx for string(n-1)

c,t Check Segmentation
h,o Concatenate (if error Check Segmentation)
s relax Tsp
s AND TSPR Check Segmentation

Q13 h Concatenate
c,t,x Check Segmentation
d AND PrevState=18 Check t at S=11 for c

Q14 h Concatenate
Q15 c,t,h,s,o,x Check segmentation
Q16 c,t,h,s,o,x Check segmentation
Q17 d,c,t,h,s,o Check segmentation
Q18 c,t Check Segmentation

End Check Segmentation
x constrain Tx
s relax Tsp
h,o Concatenate (if error Check Segmentation)

Q19 

Table 3: Parser Reaction Table (Continued from previous page)



Figure 8: Thresholded Courtesy Amount Figure 9: Initial Segmenatation

Figure 10: Final Segmenatation

Char => d, State => QO
Char => d, State => Q1
Char => s, State => Q2
Char => c, State => Q10
Failed Parse at State Q10 with Input 'c'

As described in Table 2 the evaluator relaxes the spanning threshold Tsp resulting
in the string dddcd. This again fails the parser resulting in a failure at state Q4. The
TRH threshold is relaxed and the comma becomes a period. The string dddtd again
fails the parsing process at state Q18. The encoded reaction table then prompts the
segmentor to relax its aspect ratio threshold resulting in the segmentation shown in
Figure 10. Finally, the correct string of components is generated and passed to the
later stages of recognition, yielding the required answer of 931.00.

6. Concluding Remarks

One of the most challenging tasks in the creation of a pattern recognition system
for unconstrained handwritten material is the segmentation of the input image into
meaningful components. The segmentation critic suggested in this paper aids the
segmentation process significantly by encoding the context knowledge associated with
handwritten courtesy dollar amounts.

The proposed segmentation critic is also very efficient and adds minimal overhead
to the overall check recognition system. The results discussed in Section 5 show
significant improvement in the performance of the system to warrant the limited
overhead associated with the critic.
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